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Abstract 
 

Ambient and Elevated Temperature Fracture and Cyclic-Fatigue Properties of a Series of 
Al-containing Silicon Carbides 

 
By 

Rong Yuan 
 

Master of Science in Materials Science and Engineering 
University of California, Berkeley 

Professor R. O. Ritchie, Chair 
 

Abstract—A series of in situ toughened, Al, B and C containing, silicon carbide 

ceramics (ABC-SiC) has been examined with Al contents varying from 3 to 7 wt%.  With 

increasing Al additions, the grain morphology in the as-processed microstructures varied 

from elongated to bimodal to equiaxed, with a change in the nature of the grain-boundary 

film from amorphous to partially crystalline to fully crystalline.  Fracture toughness and 

cyclic fatigue tests on these microstructures revealed that although the 7 wt.% Al 

containing material (7ABC) was extremely brittle, the 3 and particularly 5 wt.% Al 

materials (3ABC and 5ABC, respectively) displayed excellent crack-growth resistance at 

both ambient (25°C) and elevated (1300°C) temperatures.  Indeed, no evidence of creep 

damage, in the form of grain-boundary cavitation, was seen at temperatures at 1300°C or 

below. The enhanced toughness of the higher Al-containing materials was associated 

with extensive crack bridging from both interlocking grains (in 3ABC) and uncracked 

ligaments (in 5ABC); in contrast, the 7ABC SiC showed no such bridging, concomitant 

with a marked reduction in the volume fraction of elongated grains.  Mechanistically, 

cyclic fatigue-crack growth in 3ABC and 5ABC SiC involved the progressive  

degradation of such bridging ligaments in the crack wake, with the difference in the 
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degree of elastic vs. frictional bridging affecting the slope, i.e., Paris law exponent, of the 

crack-growth curve.  

In addition an investigation of fracture resistance in non-transforming ceramics 

toughened by grain bridging mechanism is presented using linear elastic fracture 

mechanics (LEFM).  Linear superposition theorems are used for the superposition of 

crack opening displacements, as well as stress intensity factors, resulting from the 

external tractions and the internal compressive bridging stresses.  Specifically weight 

functions are used to relate the CODs, stress intensity factors, and tractions and the 

bridging stress.  Expressions are derived for apparent material resistance, the bridging 

resistance and the intrinsic toughness, and an experimental procedure is proposed by 

which these predictions can be verified.   . 
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CHAPTER 1 
 

BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES 
 

1.1    SYNOPSIS 

Three elements constitute the basis of fracture mechanics: microstructure 

(materials), testing conditions, and the analytical models through which fracture 

properties are calculated from the measured quantities in the tests.  Different 

combinations of microstructure and testing conditions require different models to 

obtain the fracture properties.  For example, plasticity is usually considered for metals 

at ambient temperatures, but not for ceramics; viscoelasticity or viscoplasticity is 

taken into account for the creep behavior of some materials at high temperatures.   

The recent progress in ceramics toughened by the grain bridging mechanism has 

given rise to renewed interest in such materials since the fracture toughness and the 

fatigue thresholds have all been increased substantially. Consequently, various 

characterization techniques have been used to determine the microstructure features 

which caused such an increase in the toughness [1-3].  Several different analytical 

models have been proposed to quantify the fracture properties [3-12], and various 

experimental methods devised and employed to measure the required quantities 

[2,3,9,12,13].  However, the effect of microstructure on the fracture properties has not 

been systematically examined, although some researchers have studied the effect of 

parameters such as grain size and grain size distribution [3,14]).  In addition, the 

analytical models based on linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) that have been 

used have not always been clearly stated, and in certain cases, the relationship 

between the stress intensity factor and the material fracture resistance has been 

incorrect [2,4,8]. 
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Therefore, to address some of these issues, this study will focus on experiments to 

explore the role of microstructure on the fracture and cyclic fatigue properties at 

ambient and at elevated temperatures.  Additionally, analytical models based on 

LEFM will be developed to quantify the fracture properties theoretically.  The 

material system for these investigations is a series of aluminum containing silicon 

carbide ceramics with small additions of boron and carbon (ABC-SiC) [15].  A brief 

introduction is presented below on the crystallographic and structural properties 

together with the development of these ABC-SiCs, followed by a statement of the 

objectives of the current work.  

 

1.2   SILICON CARBIDE CERAMICS 

1.2.1   Crystallographic and Structural Properties of SiC 

In silicon carbide, four carbon atoms are covalently bonded to a silicon atom and 

vice versa. It is this strong bonding that imparts to silicon carbide its high 

compressive strength and modulus, good oxidation resistance and creep resistance, 

and low density, etc.  Due to the very small differences in the stacking fault energy of 

the close packed planes, silicon carbide exists in a number of forms, which are usually 

divided into two principal categories: β phase and α phase (Fig. 1.1 [16]).  The β 

phase, a cubic phase, denoted as 3C (Ramsdell notation), has a zinc blende structure, 

consisting of a series of three repeating layers stacked as ···ABC···.  The grains of β 

phase often look equiaxed.  In contrast, the α phase is composed of hexagonal and 

rhombohedral phases, among which the most commonly observed are 6H 

(···ABCACB···), 4H (···ABAC···) and 2H (···AB···). The α phases often grow into 

large elongated, plate-shaped grains [16].  From the phase diagram, the β phase is 

usually considered the low temperature phase, whereas the α phase is the stable high-
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temperature phase. Once the β phase transforms into one of the α phases at high 

temperature, the transformed α phase does not revert back.   

Since the shape and the morphology of the grains in ceramics play an important 

role in the toughening mechanisms, specific microstructures need to be developed in 

sintered ceramics. Consequently, dopants are added, ostensively to aid sintering, but 

which can facilitate the growth of the desired phases to produce the desired 

microstructures that have the optimal fracture resistance properties.  In this study, 

aluminum, boron, and carbon are added to obtain a series of ABC-SiCs with 

aluminum contents varying from 3 wt% to 7wt%. 

1.2.2 ABC-SiC 

Silicon carbide (SiC) ceramics represent a class of materials that may potentially 

replace Ni-base superalloys as higher temperature engine materials because of their 

high strength, low density and superior oxidation/creep resistance above 1100˚C.  

However, one principal factor which limits their application is their low fracture 

toughness, which in commercial material is typically on the order of 2-3 MPa√m.  In 

light of this, much of the recent research on SiC [17-27] has focused on ways to 

increase this toughness.  Of these, the approach of in situ toughening with aluminum, 

boron and carbon additions to produce so-called ABC-SiC [19] has been particularly 

successful in increasing the ambient-temperature fracture toughness to above 9 

MPa√m [23], which is believed to be the highest toughness ever reported for SiC. 

This was achieved in a 3 wt.% Al-containing material (3ABC-SiC) by developing a 

microstructure of interlocking, high aspect-ratio grains, separated by grain boundaries 

weakened by the presence of a thin intergranular glassy film; which in turn induced 
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intergranular fracture and consequent extrinsic toughening 1  from the bridging of 

interlocking grains in the crack wake [23].  However, under cyclic loading, 3ABC-

SiC was found to be susceptible to fatigue-crack growth, due to cyclic-loading 

induced degradation of the grain bridging zone [23,24]. 

Subsequent work on 3ABC-SiC at elevated temperatures [25-27,29] revealed that 

the fracture toughness and fatigue-crack growth properties were only marginally 

reduced at temperatures of up to 1300˚C, with no apparent change in cracking and 

shielding mechanisms. Furthermore, little or no evidence of creep damage, in the 

form of grain-boundary cavitation, could be detected at temperatures below 1350°C 

[29].  This excellent combination of low-temperature toughness and high-temperature 

toughness/creep behavior was found to be the result of a remarkable property of 

3ABC-SiC- that of in situ crystallization of the intergranular glassy films at 

temperatures above ~1100°C [25-27,29,30]. Moreover, although the grain-boundary 

films remained crystalline, the high toughness was retained, and indeed increased, on 

subsequently cooling to room temperature [26].         

Accordingly, from the perspective of developing SiC with such optimized 

properties, two means of controlling the microstructure in ABC-SiC can be 

contemplated. The first involves annealing the material (e.g., at 1300˚C) prior to use 

to cause the crystallization of the amorphous grain-boundary films.  Chen et al. [25-

27] found that in addition to conferring good high-temperature creep and fatigue 

resistance, such heat treatments led to a ~20% increase in the room-temperature 

fracture toughness and fatigue-crack growth resistance (with no change in 

mechanism), compared to that in the as-hot-pressed material.  However, an alternative 
                                                 
1 Extrinsic toughening involves micro-mechanisms, such as crack bridging or microcracking, which act 
primarily in the crack wake to locally “shield” the crack from the applied (global) driving force; they 
therefore enhance the crack-growth toughness and invariably result in resistance-curve behavior.  They 
are to be compared with intrinsic mechanisms which operate ahead of the crack tip to enhance the 
inherent toughness of the material; these mechanisms mainly promote resistance to crack initiation [28]. 
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approach is via microstructure modification through compositional changes, 

specifically by varying the aluminum content [31]. To date, several ABC-SiC 

materials have been processed with aluminum contents between 3 and 7 wt.%, where 

the changing Al additions resulted in significantly altered microstructures [23-27,31].  

Whereas the 3 wt.% material (3ABC) develops a microstructure of relatively uniform 

elongated grains with amorphous grain-boundary films (as noted above), a bimodal 

distribution of both elongated and equiaxed grains with partially crystallized grain-

boundary films is seen in the 5ABC material (5 wt.% Al), compared to principally 

equiaxed grains with only a few elongated (needle-like) grains, all with fully 

crystallized grain boundaries, in the 7ABC-SiC (7 wt.% Al).  

 

1.3  OBJECTIVES OF THE PRESENT WORK 

The focus of this work is to present a detailed examination of the fracture 

toughness and fatigue properties of three ABC-SiC microstructures from ambient to 

elevated temperatures (25° to 1300°C), with the objective of defining the salient 

damage and toughening mechanisms and their relationship to the characteristic 

microstructures involved.  In addition, an effort is made to formulate the relationship 

between material resistance and the stress intensity factors in the grain bridging model 

using linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM).  Finally, a review is presented of 

developments in the field of grain bridging.    
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CHAPTER 2 

AMBIENT TO HIGH-TEMPERATURE FRACTURE TOUGHNESS AND CYCLIC 

FATIGUE BEHAVIOR IN AL-CONTAINING SILICON CARBIDE CERAMICS 

 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, this chapter will focus on experiments intended to explore 

the role of microstructure on the fracture and cyclic fatigue properties at ambient and at 

elevated temperatures.  The material system chosen is a series of aluminum containing 

ABC-SiCs, whose microstructure, fracture and fatigue properties will be examined to 

understand the basic relationship between microstructure, toughening mechanisms, and 

fracture properties.   

 

2.1   EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

2.1.1   Materials Processing 

Submicron β-SiC powder (Betarundum, Grade ultrafine, IBIDEN, Japan), with a 

mean particle size of 0.27 µm, was mixed with Al, B and C additives in toluene.  The Al 

powder (H-3, Valimet, Stockton, CA), which had an average size of 3 µm, was added in 

amounts of 3, 5 and 7 wt.%, whereas the boron (Callery Chemical, Callery, PA) was kept 

constant at 0.6 wt.%. The carbon was introduced as 4 wt.% Apiezon wax, which on 

pyrolysis yielded ~2 wt.% C content.  The slurry was ultrasonically agitated, stir-dried 

and sieved through a 200 mesh screen.  After cold die compression at 35 MPa, the green 

compacts were hot-pressed at 1900˚C for 1 h at 50 MPa pressure in graphite dies lined 

with graphite foil, under a constant gaseous argon flow at 7 kPa, to produce ~ 4 mm thick, 

38 mm diameter disks.  Unless noted, all results presented are from samples tested in the 
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as-processed state; however, for a few room temperature experiments specimens were 

tested after ~ 72 h at 1300˚C in flowing argon, to see if prolonged exposure to elevated 

temperatures affects the room temperature properties. 

2.1.2   Microstructure Characterization 

After diamond grinding ~500 µm off each surface, both sides of the hot-pressed 

pellets were polished to a 1 µm finish.  Densities of the hot-pressed specimens were 

determined by Archimedes’ method and found to be greater than 99% of theoretical 

density for all samples.  

X-ray diffraction (XRD) was carried out on the polished surfaces of the disks over the 

range from 20˚ to 80˚ (2θ) at steps of 0.05˚, with a time constant of 1 s.  Quantitative 

analysis of the SiC polytypes for each microstructure was carried out using the X-ray 

peak intensities by considering the four most common polytypes, 3C, 4H, 6H, and 15R, 

using the system of equations derived by Ruska et al; details of this method may be found 

in Ref. [1].  

Grain morphology was observed using field-emission scanning electron microscopy 

(SEM) (secondary electron mode) of both polished and plasma etched specimens.  High-

resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) was performed to examine the 

nature of the grain boundaries using 3 mm diameter disks which were sliced from bulk 

SiC.  After mechanical grinding and polishing down to 100 µm thick, the central area of 

each disk was dimpled to 10 µm thick, and then argon ion milled to make the samples 

electron transparent.  Microstructural characterization was performed in a 200 kV field-

emission-gun Philips CM200 transmission electron microscope, equipped with an 

energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) system for chemical microanalysis.   
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2.1.3   Fracture and Fatigue Testing 

2.1.3.1   R-curve Test 

Resistance curves (R-curves) and fracture toughness Kc values were determined using 

fatigue precracked, 3 mm thick, disk-shaped compact-tension DC(T) samples (with a 

width of W = 28 mm), in general accordance with ASTM Standard E-399.  The notch 

depth was ~ 9 mm (~0.3 W), such that crack sizes, a, after precracking were typically 11 

to 17 mm in length.  Precracking was performed at ambient temperature by cyclic fatigue 

loading the DC(T) specimens, which contained half-chevron notches; procedures are 

described in ref. [2].  Prior to R-curve testing, precracked specimens were additionally 

cycled for ~24 hr at a stress-intensity range just below the ∆Kth fatigue threshold in an 

attempt to minimize the presence of bridging ligaments in the crack wake; no further 

crack extension was detected by compliance techniques or optical microscopy during this 

period.  For 7ABC samples, fatigue precracking was not possible due to the inherent 

brittleness of this microstructure.  Accordingly, to get an upper bound for the toughness, 

fracture toughness tests were conducted using “razor micronotched” samples with a root 

radius of ~20 µm instead of an atomically sharp precrack.  Micronotches were produced 

by repeatedly rubbing a razor blade over the tip of a straight saw-cut notch in the 

presence of a 1 µm diamond slurry.   

At ambient temperatures, R-curves were determined to evaluate the toughness of  the 

3ABC and 5ABC microstructures; however at elevated temperatures, due to the difficulty 

of conducting such tests at 1300ºC, single-value fracture toughness values were obtained 

by computing Kc from the peak load at fracture using standard stress-intensity solutions 

[3].  Ambient-temperature tests were conducted in controlled room air (25°C, ~45% 
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relative humidity), whereas all testing at higher temperatures was carried out in flowing 

argon gas at atmospheric pressure in an environmental chamber/furnace with graphite 

elements, which maintained the specified temperature to within ±1˚C.   

2.1.3.2   Cyclic Fatigue Test at Room Temperature 

Cyclic fatigue-crack growth testing was also performed at 25° and 1300°C in identical 

environments using similar-sized DC(T) specimens, in general accordance with ASTM 

Standard E-647, modified for brittle materials using procedures outlined in ref. [2].  

Samples for testing at both low and high temperatures were initially fatigue precracked at 

ambient temperature, as described above.  All testing was performed on computer-

controlled MTS servo-hydraulic testing machines, operating at a test frequency of 25 Hz 

(sinusoidal waveform) and a tension-tension load ratio (ratio of minimum to maximum 

loads) of R = 0.1.   Fatigue-crack growth rates, da/dN, were determined under stress-

intensity K control over five decades of growth rates from threshold to instability (~10-11 

to 10-6 m/cycle).  The ∆Kth and Kmax,th fatigue thresholds, which were operationally 

defined at minimum growth rate of 10-10–10-11 m/cycle, were approached under 

decreasing K (load-shedding) conditions using a normalized K-gradient (1/K.dK/da) of 

0.1 mm-1.    

For both toughness and fatigue-crack growth tests, crack lengths were monitored at 

ambient temperatures using back-face strain, elastic unloading compliance methods [4].  

Measurements were made with a 350Ω strain gauge (1.92 mm gauge length), affixed to 

the center of the back face of the test samples, using the numerical compliance 

relationship between crack length and back-face strain for the DC(T) specimen taken 

from ref. [5].  Crack lengths were continuously monitored in situ and recorded at 25 µm 
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increments; corresponding growth rates were computed by averaging over crack 

extensions of 100 µm.  

2.1.3.3   Cyclic Fatigue Crack Growth at High Temperature 

Corresponding crack length measurements at elevated temperatures were carried out 

using a direct-current electrical-potential drop method [6,7], which was made possible by 

the fact that there is a significant decrease in electrical resistivity ρ of silicon carbide 

above 600˚C (ρ ~ 10 Ωm).  This approach involves passing a constant current through the 

DC(T) specimen and measuring the potential developed across the notch, using a 

relationship between voltage and crack length determined both numerically and 

experimentally in Ref. [5] for the DC(T) geometry.  A constant direct current of ~400-

800 mA was used so that the initial output potential was 0.4 V.  Full details are given in 

refs. [6,7].    

Due to crack bridging, errors were invariably incurred in the compliance and potential 

crack-length measurements; accordingly, verification of the crack length was achieved 

via optical microscopy.  For elevated temperature tests, samples were periodically cooled 

down to ambient temperature to verify the crack size.  Discrepancies between the 

compliance/electrical-potential and optically measured crack length were corrected by 

assuming that the error accumulated linearly with crack extension.   

2.1.4   Fractography 

Fracture surfaces and corresponding crack paths for cracks grown under both 

monotonic and cyclic loads were examined in the SEM in the secondary electron mode.  

The crack paths were used to examine how the crack interacted with the salient features 

of the microstructure, and were obtained by metallographically polishing sections taken 
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perpendicular to the crack surface. Additionally, the damage regions around the crack tip 

after fatigue cycling were examined using TEM, with specimens prepared as described 

above, using special care to ensure that the crack tips were in the thinnest, electron 

transparent, region.   

2.1.5   Crack-Opening Profile Measurements 

To assess the differences in grain bridging, crack-opening profile measurements were 

made by in situ loading one 3ABC and one 5ABC sample with almost identical crack 

lengths in the field-emission SEM, after R-curve measurements had been made.  Each 

sample was loaded to an applied driving force of 6.2 MPa√m, corresponding to ~90% of 

the driving force need for crack extension in the 3ABC material (i.e., peak toughness).  

Measurements of the full crack opening, 2u, were made at a resolution of 10 nm at 

magnifications of up to 30,000X near the crack tip.  The crack lengths were also 

measured in situ to be sure crack extension did not occur during loading.  Readings were 

made at ~50 µm increments to give an adequate number of data points to get a reasonable 

estimate of the average crack-opening behavior.   

 

2.2   RESULTS 

2.2.1   Microstructure Features 

2.2.1.1   Phase and Grain Morphology 

Three quite distinct microstructures were obtained after hot pressing ABC-SiC with 

the different Al contents of nominally 3, 5 and 7 wt.% (Fig. 2.1).   In 3ABC-SiC, 

elongated grains corresponding to the hexagonal 4H or 6H α-SiC phases were most 

prevalent (Fig. 2.1a).  Their size and shape were relatively uniform, with lengths and 
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widths of, respectively, l ~ 4 to 7 µm and w ~ 1-2 µm, and an aspect ratio of ~5.   

Submicron, equiaxed SiC grains corresponding to cubic 3C β-SiC phase were also 

observed.   

Increasing nominal Al content to 5 wt.% caused marked microstructural changes, with 

a bimodal structure being formed comprising a significant volume fraction of both 

elongated and equiaxed SiC grains (Fig. 2.1b).  The higher Al additions in 5ABC-SiC 

apparently promoted anisotropic growth of the elongated grains, resulting in an aspect 

ratio of ~23, almost five times that of 3ABC-SiC.   

This trend was continued with additional increases in Al content.  In 7ABC-SiC, the 

aspect ratio of the elongated α-SiC grains was further increased to ~32; however, the 

proportion of such grains was significantly reduced with the submicron equiaxed β-SiC 

grains becoming predominant (Fig. 2.1c). Detailed microstructural characteristics for the 

three microstructures from Ref. [8] are summarized in Table 2.1. 

2.2.1.2   Grain Boundaries 

In addition to the differing phase and grain morphology, the other major distinction in 

the three microstructures was in the nature of the grain boundaries.  During the liquid-

phase sintering, nanoscale intergranular films are typically formed between SiC grains. 

As reported previously [9], TEM studies revealed that the intergranular films in as-

processed 3ABC-SiC were amorphous (Fig. 2.2) with an Al-rich composition, as 

determined by EDS analysis.  With increasing Al content, segregation of the Al atoms to 

the intergranular films was found to be increased by 32% and appeared to be saturated 

and constant for both 5ABC and 7ABC, although considerable amounts of free Al were 

detected in the latter structure.   
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With respect to the structure of the boundaries, whereas the intergranular films were 

fully amorphous in 3ABC and fully crystalline in 7ABC, both amorphous and crystalline 

films were frequently observed in 5ABC (Fig. 2.2).  It should be noted that epitaxial 

crystalline grain-boundary films were often formed on the (0001) grain-boundary surface 

of the matrix α-SiC grains.  This epitaxial growth is attributed to the fact that one of the 

identified phases for the crystalline films was 2H-wurtzite, which is similar in structure to 

the 4H- or 6H-SiC matrix grains [9].  Because of this epitaxial growth, crystalline grain-

boundary films are not always easily seen in high-resolution TEM images like the ones 

shown in Fig. 2.2; however, the consistent detection of two to three monolayers of Al 

segregation in the boundaries was reliably used to confirm the existence of these films. 

Table 2.1. Comparison of Microstructures of ABC-SiC (after Ref. [8]) 

 3ABC-SiC 5ABC-SiC 7ABC-SiC 

Grain Structures Uniform long Bimodal Equiaxed*   

Elongated 

Grains 

l =4.4 ± 1.4 

w =1.0 ± 0.3 

l /w =4.7 ± 0.6 

l =20 ± 6.4 

w =0.8 ± 0.3 

l /w =23.2 ± 6.8 

l =11.5 ± 5.8 

w =0.4 ± 0.2 

l /w =31.6 ± 15.4 

Grain Size 
(µm) 

& Aspect 
Ratio 

Equiaxed  0.6 ± 0.2 0.6 ± 0.3 

Area Density of 
Elongated Grains (mm-2) 85,000 45,000 23,000 

Phase & Volume Fraction 
70% 4H 

30% 3C 

12% 4H, 21% 6H 

67% 3C 

20% 6H 

80% 3C 

Grain Boundaries Amorphous Partially crystallized Fully crystallized 

*With a few needle-like elongated grains 

The microstructures of the samples subjected to 72 hr exposures at 1300°C were 

essentially identical to those of as-hot-pressed conditions, except that the grain 

boundaries were all crystallized in 3, 5 and 7ABC.  
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2.2.2   Fracture Toughness and Strength 

2.2.2.1   Fracture Toughness 

The variation in fracture toughness at 25° and 1300°C with Al wt.% is summarized in 

Table 2.2.  For both as-hot-pressed and annealed 3ABC and 5ABC structures at 25°C, R-

curves were determined and are shown in Fig. 2.3.  Peak values from the R-curves 

indicate that in as-hot-pressed condition, 5ABC is some 17% tougher than 3ABC; both 

these structures are essentially twice as tough as 7ABC, which displayed a fracture 

toughness Kc value no greater than 4.0 MPa√m, comparable to that of commercial SiC 

(e.g., Hexaloy SA).  Results for 3ABC and 5ABC at elevated temperatures showed a 

reduction in the fracture toughness at 1300°C of roughly 20 to 40%, while 7ABC had an 

~20% increase.  Finally, experiments using samples pre-exposed for 72 hr at 1300°C 

prior to room temperature testing showed that although grain-boundary crystallization 

occurred, there was no significant effect on the toughness (Table 2.2); the toughness of 

3ABC and 5ABC showed a 16% increase and 26% decrease, respectively.  

Table 2.2. Comparison of Mechanical Properties of ABC-SiC  

 3ABC-SiC 5ABC-SiC 7ABC-SiC 

Strength at 25˚C, (Ref. [8]) 4-
pt bending (MPa) 691 ± 12 480 ± 30 533 ± 58 

Toughness Kc at 25˚C 
(MPa√m) 7.6  8.9 4.0* 

(upper bound) 

Toughness Kc at 1300˚C 
(MPa√m) 4.5 7.4 4.9* 

(upper bound) 

Toughness Kc of pre-exposed 
samples at 25˚C (MPa√m) 8.8 6.6 ─ 

*Toughness evaluated from a razor micro-notch. 

2.2.2.2   Strength 
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For comparison, ambient temperature four-point bend strength results from Ref. [8] 

for all three of the as-hot-pressed ABC-SiCs are given in Table 2.2 where each value 

represents the average of five measurements along with the standard deviation.  All three 

microstructures displayed strengths near or in excess of ~500 MPa.  3ABC had a 30 to 

40% higher bend strength than either the 5ABC and 7ABC structures, which showed 

comparable strength levels.  

2.2.3   Fatigue-Crack Growth Behavior 

The variation in fatigue-crack growth rates, da/dN, with applied stress-intensity range, 

∆K, for 3ABC- 5ABC- and 7ABC-SiC at 25˚ and 1300˚C is shown in Fig. 2.4. The da/dN 

vs. ∆K data were fit to a simple Paris power-law formulation: 

mKCdNda ∆′=/  ,                                                 (2.1) 

where C′ and m are scaling constants. Values of these constants, together with a summary 

of the fatigue threshold data, are listed in Table 2.3.  All curves show very high Paris-law 

exponents (m > 40), which are typical of brittle materials, and have Kmax,th thresholds that 

approach 80~90% of the fracture toughness, Kc (with the exception of 7ABC).  It should 

be noted that the Paris-law exponent for 5ABC is about twice that for 3ABC, which 

suggests a difference in fatigue mechanism (as discussed below). 

It is apparent that fatigue-crack growth resistance scales with the fracture toughness in 

SiC. Considering first the ambient-temperature results, the 5ABC structure, with a Kmax,th 

threshold of 7.9 MPa√m, displayed the best properties followed by 3ABC, where Kmax,th   

~ 5.9 MPa√m.   The 7ABC structure was so brittle that it simply failed catastrophically 

when the ambient temperature fracture toughness was reached, i.e., when Kmax = Kc ~ 3 – 

4 MPa√m; this structure showed no susceptibility to fatigue failure. With increasing 
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temperature from 25º to 1300ºC, fatigue thresholds were reduced for 3ABC and 5ABC, 

reflecting the lower toughnesses at high temperature; however, the Paris-law exponents 

were very similar to their room temperature values, which is indicative of similar damage 

mechanisms being active at low and high temperatures.   

Table 2.3. Cyclic fatigue-crack growth properties for ABC-SiC tested at R=0.1, ν=25Hz 

Fatigue Thresholds Paris Law 
da/dN=C′∆Km  

Testing 
Temperature 

(˚C) ∆Kth 
(MPa√m)

Kmax,th 
(MPa√m)

Critical 
Toughness, Kc 

(MPa√m) 

Kmax,th
/Kc M C′ 

3ABC 25° 5.3 5.9 7.6 0.78 45 4.4 x 10-41 

 1300° 3.5 3.9 4.5 0.87 44 4.3 x 10-34 

5ABC 25° 7.1 7.9 8.9 0.88 133 9.5 x 10-124 

 1300° 6.1 6.8 7.4 0.92 107 3.7 x 10-95 

 

2.2.4   Fractography and Crack Paths 

Overload fracture surfaces from the fracture toughness samples show a transition of 

increasing transgranular fracture with increasing Al content from 3 to 7 wt.% (Fig. 2.5); 

however, even for 7ABC there is still some intergranular fracture between the fine grains. 

SEM micrographs of the crack-path trajectories in Fig. 2.6a confirms the intergranular 

fracture mode in 3ABC, and provides evidence that crack-tip shielding by individual 

grain bridging (frictional bridging) in the crack wake is the primary toughening 

mechanism in this structure, as reported in refs. [6,10-13].  This mechanism of grain 

bridging pertains to behavior in 3ABC at both the low and high temperatures (Fig. 2.6b).  

Crack bridging is also apparent in the 5ABC structure at both 25° and 1300°C; however, 

the primary mechanism is quite different (Fig. 2.6c-f).  Here, the majority of bridges are 

composed of uncracked ligaments of SiC which span the crack wake.  Uncracked-

ligament bridging is a toughening mechanism observed in many materials, including 
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metal-matrix composites [14], γ-based TiAl intermetallics [15], and even human bone 

[16].  Such ligaments were typically composed of one or more elongated grains; indeed, 

the crack path in both the 3ABC and 5ABC microstructures appeared to preferentially 

seek out these α-SiC grains.  In contrast, the crack path in the as-processed 7ABC 

microstructure is predominantly transgranular through both the equiaxed and elongated 

grains, with no evidence of any form of bridging. 

Corresponding fatigue fracture surfaces for the 3ABC and 5ABC structures were 

essentially identical to the overload fracture surfaces, except for the presence of debris.  

Such observations are consistent with the generally accepted mechanisms for the fatigue 

of grain-bridging ceramics, involving (i) damage (crack-advance) mechanisms ahead of 

the crack tip essentially identical to those under monotonic (non-cyclic) loading, and (ii) 

the progressive degradation of grain bridging with cyclic loading behind the crack tip, 

associated with such processes as frictional wear in the sliding grain boundaries and the 

cracking/crushing of crack-surface asperities [10,17,18].   

As noted above, fracture surfaces and crack paths at 1300˚C are of similar nature to 

that at room temperatures, with clear evidence of grain bridging and no evidence of creep 

damage in the form of softening of the intergranular films and resulting grain-boundary 

cavitation.  This is apparent from high magnification TEM images of the crack-tip 

regions in 3ABC and 5ABC after fatigue-crack growth at high temperatures (Fig. 2.7).     

Indeed, based on the fractographic characterization and the results presented in Figs. 2.6 

and 2.7, we can conclude that the mechanisms of fracture and fatigue-crack propagation 

in both these microstructures are essentially unchanged between 25° and 1300°C.   

2.2.5   Crack-Opening Profile Results 
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 Clearly, both toughening and fatigue-crack growth in the 3ABC and 5ABC structures 

are markedly influenced by the presence of crack bridging. In order to verify the 

existence of such crack-tip shielding, crack-opening profiles were measured for two 

cracks in samples used for R-curve testing, which were then loaded in situ in the field-

emission SEM to a stress intensity of 6.2 MPa√m; results are shown in Fig. 2.8 and are 

compared with the computed crack-opening profile for an elastic traction-free crack at the 

same applied K.   In this figure, it can be seen that measured crack openings are 

significantly smaller than that expected for a traction-free crack, clearly implying the 

presence of crack bridging in both samples.  Furthermore, the crack in the 5ABC-SiC 

sample has a smaller opening than that for the 3ABC-SiC sample, indicative of more 

potent bridging in the 5ABC microstructure.   

 These differences in the degree of crack bridging can be quantified by fitting the near-

tip crack-opening profile to the Irwin crack-opening displacement solution for a linear 

elastic crack in order to obtain the near-tip stress intensity, Ktip (Appendix 2.1): 

     
π

)(8
'

)( xa
E

K
xu tip

tot

−
=   ,     (2.2) 

where E′ is Young’s modulus (E in plane stress, E/(1-ν2) in plane strain, where ν is 

Poisson’s ratio), and x is the position of interest with origin at the load line.  Regressions 

of the crack-tip opening profile data for the first 70 µm after the crack tip yield a value of 

2.5 MPa√m for 3ABC and 1.6 MPa√m for 5ABC.  Accordingly, considering that Ktip 

may be expressed as: 

     brapptip KKK −=    ,    (2.3) 
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where Kapp is the applied stress intensity (6.2 MPa√m) and Kbr is the contribution due to 

bridging, Kbr is determined to be 3.7 MPa√m for 3ABC and 4.6 MPa√m for 5ABC.  It 

should be noted that, at the same applied stress intensity, the 5ABC microstructure 

develops the higher contribution from bridging, and the lower driving force experienced 

at the crack tip.  

 

2.3   DISCUSSION 

2.3.1   Toughening Mechanisms 

Characterization of the observed crack paths (Fig. 2.6) along with the crack opening 

profile measurements (Fig. 2.8) affirm that crack bridging is the primary toughening 

mechanism in 3ABC and 5ABC-SiC; in contrast, no bridging was observed in the as-

processed 7ABC microstructure which had the lowest fracture toughness, comparable to 

that of commercial silicon carbides.  For 3ABC-SiC, frictional bridging appears to be 

dominant whereby bridging stresses are developed by the frictional resistance to pullout 

and mechanical interlocking of grains which interact across the crack wake, 

schematically shown in Fig. 2.9a.  Such frictional grain bridging is a common toughening 

mechanism for a variety of ceramic materials which fracture intergranularly [10,19-22].   

Conversely, observations of cracking in the 5ABC microstructure indicate a change in 

toughening mechanism to uncracked-ligament, or elastic, bridging; with this change in 

mechanism there is an associated increase in toughness.  As seen in Fig. 2.6c,d,e, 

uncracked ligaments, often several grains in size, were observed to bridge the crack wake 

in the 5ABC microstructure; frictional bridges, such as those seen in 3ABC (Fig 6a,b), 

were far less common.  Such ligaments apparently form as a result of local crack arrest at 
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microstructural inhomogeneities, which leaves unfractured ligaments in the crack wake, 

due to either non-uniform advance of the crack front or crack nucleation ahead of the 

main crack tip; this phenomenon is illustrated in Fig 9b.  However, it is currently unclear 

what causes the transition from predominantly frictional to uncracked-ligament bridging, 

although this change must be related to the notable differences in microstructure and to 

the grain-boundary film properties.  Specifically, the dominant local arresting points 

responsible for the formation of such uncracked ligaments may be attributed to large 

elongated grains oriented favorable for local crack deflection, as illustrated in Fig. 2.9b, 

and/or to spatial variations in grain boundary strengths due to structure1 or chemistry 

differences.  Since the crack path follows the elongated grains almost exclusively, the 

higher aspect ratio and smaller fraction of elongated grains in the 5ABC, as compared to 

the 3ABC, structure undoubtedly promotes larger off-angle deflections as the crack 

propagates along the boundary of the α-SiC grains; thus, with the next α grain further 

away than in the 3ABC SiC, uncracked ligaments are more probable, as shown 

schematically in Fig. 2.9b.  Uncracked-ligament bridges are expected to be more potent 

than frictional bridges in that they should be able to sustain higher loads before failing.  

This is consistent with the higher toughness and the higher deduced bridging stress 

intensity, Kbr, of the 5ABC structure (described above), both of which confirm the 

enhanced degree of bridging where uncracked ligaments predominate. 

Finally, the behavior of 7ABC is illustrated in Fig. 2.9c.  Here, unlike the 3ABC and 

5ABC microstructures, the crack path is predominantly transgranular, and proceeds 

through both the equiaxed β- and elongated α-SiC grains, with very few cases of 

                                                 
1  While amorphous and the 2H-wurtzite crystalline phase has been positively identified for some 
boundaries, other boundary structures may also exist. 
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intergranular fracture.  With such a cracking morphology, there was no evidence of any 

form of bridging. 

The fracture toughness values for both 3ABC- and 5ABC-SiC are slightly lower at 

1300°C than their corresponding room temperature values, which is in agreement with 

previous results on 3ABC-SiC [6].  Such a drop in toughness may be related to changes 

in the residual stress state, either by the relaxation of thermal mismatch stresses which, 

along with mechanical interlocking, may contribute to the tractions acting on the 

frictional bridges [20,23,24], or by altering the mismatch stresses in triple point junctions, 

which has been shown to affect the toughness of silicon nitride [25].  It should be noted 

that 3ABC-SiC, which has a larger proportion of frictional bridges, experiences a larger 

drop in toughness compared to 5ABC-SiC.  Such a result is consistent with a reduction in 

thermal stresses affecting the frictional bridging tractions, suggesting that the former 

mechanism indeed plays a role here.  

While exposure to 1300°C is known to affect the microstructure of ABC-SiCs, by the 

crystallization of amorphous grain boundaries, along with associated chemistry changes, 

and the formation of nano-precipitates within the SiC grains [9,26], only minor effects on 

the subsequent low-temperature toughness were evident.  Thus, it may be concluded that 

although the crystalline boundaries have a very positive impact on the high-temperature 

creep resistance of 3ABC and 5ABC silicon carbides [27], either amorphous or 

crystalline boundaries are sufficiently brittle to give intergranular fracture and hence high 

toughness in these materials at lower temperatures (see also ref. [13]).  

Finally, it should be noted that although the 5ABC microstructure has the highest 

toughness, it also has the lowest strength (Table 2.2). This inverse dependence of strength 
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and toughness may be attributed to the fact that 5ABC-SiC has a larger (elongated) grain 

size, and correspondingly is expected to have larger initial flaw sizes.  Although 7ABC-

SiC has the lowest toughness, its strength is comparable to that of 5ABC-SiC, again from 

smaller initial flaw sizes due to the smaller grains.  The 3ABC microstructure achieves its 

relatively high fracture toughness with the smallest grain size, and accordingly, has the 

highest strength of the three microstructures.   

2.3.2   Cyclic Fatigue Mechanisms 

Since the fatigue of brittle materials such as SiC is invariably controlled by the 

progressive degradation under cyclic loading of the prevalent extrinsic toughening 

(crack-tip shielding) mechanisms, a sound strategy for improving resistance to fatigue-

crack growth is by making the shielding mechanisms more resilient in the presence of 

such cyclic loads. In this regard, in addition to providing increased toughening, 

uncracked-ligament bridges are significantly less susceptible to fatigue damage during 

cyclic loading since the cycle-dependent interfacial wear mechanisms that occur to 

degrade frictional bridges [18] are not relevant.  Instead of wear of the sliding boundaries, 

the degradation of the uncracked-ligament bridges must occur by a fracture process, 

presumably when a critical failure stress is reached, a mechanism that is likely to be 

cycle-independent.  Indeed, a reduced susceptibility to cyclic fatigue was observed in 

5ABC-SiC, which is toughened primarily by such ligament bridging, as reflected by the 

much higher Paris-law exponents (i.e., steeper da/dN-∆K curves) (Table 2.3).  This was 

especial apparent at 1300°C where fatigue data was unattainable for the 5ABC 

microstructure over much of the range of crack-growth rates due to unstable fracture of 

the specimens.  
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Thus, by increasing the Al content in ABC-SiC to ~5 wt.%, which leads to a 

microstructure of high aspect-ratio α-SiC grains with both amorphous and crystalline 

grain-boundary films, which in turn causes a change in the predominant crack-tip 

shielding mechanism from frictional to uncracked-ligament bridging, optimal crack-

growth resistance at 25° and 1300°C can be obtained under both monotonic and cyclic 

loading.  Not only is the ligament bridging mechanism a more potent mode of toughening 

in ABC silicon carbides, but it also is more resistant to degradation under cyclic loading 

and thus leads to a reduced susceptibility to fatigue failure.   

 

2.4   CONCLUSIONS 

An experimental study has been made of the microstructural and mechanistic origins 

of the fracture toughness and fatigue-crack growth resistance of a series of Al-containing 

ABC-silicon carbides at 25° and 1300°C, the following conclusions can be made: 

(1) Of the three silicon carbides examined here (3, 5, and 7ABC SiC), 5ABC-SiC 

demonstrated the highest peak toughness of 8.9 MPa√m at 25˚C and 7.1 MPa√m at 

1300˚C. These high toughness values were attributed to crack-tip shielding, primarily 

from uncracked-ligament bridging in the crack wake.  Corresponding toughening in 

3ABC-SiC was primarily associated with frictional grain bridging; this structure 

displayed roughly 15% lower toughness. No bridging was detected in 7ABC 

microstructure, which accordingly exhibited the lowest toughness, comparable to that 

of commercial SiC. 
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(2) Whereas the 7ABC structure was too brittle to be susceptible to fatigue, 3ABC and 

5ABC exhibited cyclic fatigue-crack growth at stress intensities above a Kmax,th 

threshold which was roughly 80 – 90% of the peak toughness.   

(3) Fatigue-crack growth in 3ABC and 5ABC was associated the suppression of crack 

bridging in the crack wake. In general, the 5ABC microstructure was less susceptible 

to fatigue, as evidenced by its steeper da/dN-∆K curve. This was attributed to the 

higher resilience of uncracked-ligament bridging to degradation under cyclic loading, 

as compared to frictional grain bridging in 3ABC. 

(4) While both the fracture toughness values and fatigue thresholds for 3 and 5ABC-SiC 

were found to be lower at 1300°C, the mechanisms of toughening and fatigue-crack 

propagation were found to be the same as at 25°C.  No evidence of creep cavitation 

damage was detected during the fatigue testing at 1300°C.   
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APPENDIX 2.1 

THE VALIDITY OF ESTIMATING KI,TIP BY IRWIN NEAR TIP SOLUTION 

The crack opening displacements utot can be viewed as the superposition of the 

bridging-free crack opening uapp and the suppressed crack opening ubr due to the bridging 

stress σbr [28]: 

)()()( xuxuxu brapptot −=                                     (A2.1) 

These displacements, in LEFM, are related to the stress intensity factors and their loading 

sources by the weight function (which will be discussed in Appendix 3.1) as stated below: 
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where E′ is Young’s modulus (E in plane stress, E/(1-ν2) in plane strain, where ν is 

Poisson’s ratio), and x is the position of interest with origin at the load line.  The 

geometry specific weight function, h, for the DC(T) specimen may be expressed as [28]:  
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where the coefficients Aνµ may be found in ref. [28].  Changing the integral sequence of 

x’ and a’ in the second term in (A2.3), we can rewrite it as  
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where brapptip KKK −= .  Suppose the crack tip stress intensity, tipK , is continuous along 

the crack, then tipK can be viewed as constant near the crack tip (x→a), and equation 

(A2.5) is reduced to: 

∫=
a

x

tip
tot daxah

E
K

xu '),'(
'

)(                                                 (A2.6) 

As geometric effects in weight function can be ignored at the crack tip, equation (A.2.6) 

is simplified to the familiar Irwin COD solution, which is only applicable to an infinite 

large plate where boundaries don’t affect the crack opening displacements: 

π
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In this case, the CODs considered are only within 70 µm to the crack tip, and the 

influence of the boundaries can be ignored; consequently, the Irwin equation (A.2.7) is 

valid for this near-tip solution. 
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Fig. 2.1.  SEM micrographs of etched surfaces of ABC-silicon carbides, showing the 
characteristic grain structures: (a) uniformly elongated grains in 3ABC, (b) bimodal 
structure of elongated (α-SiC) and equiaxed (β-SiC) in 5ABC, and (c) equiaxed grains 
with sparsely distributed needle-like grains in 7ABC. (Courtesy of Qing Yang) 

 6 µm a) 3ABC

b) 5ABC

c) 7ABC
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Fig. 2.2. High-resolution TEM micrographs showing the nature of the grain-boundary 
films in hot-pressed SiC with different Al content, showing (a) amorphous films in 3ABC, 
(b) fully crystallized films in 7ABC, and (c) amorphous, (d) partially crystallized and (e) 
fully crystallized films in 5ABC.  (Courtesy of Dr. Xiao-Feng Zhang)  
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Fig. 2.3.   Crack growth resistance, KR, plotted as a function of crack extension, ∆a, for 
as-hot-pressed and annealed xABC-SiC at room temperature.   
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Fig. 2.4.   Cyclic fatigue-crack growth rates, da/dN, at R = 0.1 in ABC-SiC, as a function 
of the applied stress-intensity range, ∆K, at temperatures of 25˚ and 1300˚C.   Note that  
7ABC is sufficiently brittle that it exhibits no subcritical crack growth, i.e., it fails 
catastrophically once Kmax > Kc; the dashed curve for this structure is drawn where Kth,max 
= Kc. 
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Fig. 2.5.  SEM micrographs of the overload fracture surfaces of (a) 3ABC-, (b)
5ABC- and (c) 7ABC-SiC.  Fracture in 3ABC and 5ABC is intergranular, whereas it
is predominantly transgranular in 7ABC. 
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Fig. 2.6.  SEM micrographs of metallographic sections taken perpendicular to the fracture 
surface showing the crack paths during fatigue-crack growth at 25˚C and 1300˚C for 
3ABC (a,b) and 5ABC-SiC (c-f). Frictional bridging (a,b,f) was most common in 3ABC 
while uncracked ligament bridges (c,d,e) were predominant in 5ABC. The horizontal 
arrows indicate the general direction of crack growth. 
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Fig. 2.7.  Transmission electron micrographs near the crack tip in (a) 3ABC, and (b, c) 
5ABC grown under cyclic loading at 1300˚C (R = 0.1, ν = 25 Hz). Note in (b) the 
equiaxed grains also fracture intergranularly and in (c) a failure of uncracked ligament. 
Large arrows indicate the general direction of crack propagation, and small arrows point 
to the primary cracks near the crack tip. (Courtesy of Dr. Xiao-Feng Zhang) 
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Fig. 2.8.   Comparison of the crack-opening profiles for a monotonically-loaded crack in 
the 3ABC and 5ABC microstructure after R-curve testing.  Samples were loaded in situ 
in a field-emission FESEM to an applied driving force of 6.2 MPa√m.  The inset shows 
the curve fit for the first 70 µm behind the crack tip, where the solid line is for 5ABC 
(Ktip=1.6 MPa√m), and the broken line for 3ABC (Ktip=2.5 MPa√m). 
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Fig. 2.9. Schematic illustrations of how the crack paths lead to the development (or 
not) of crack bridging in (a) 3ABC, (b) 5ABC, and (c) 7ABC-SiC.  Note how the 
predominant mode of bridging in 3ABC is from frictional grain bridging, whereas it 
results more from uncracked ligaments in 5ABC; in contrast, no bridging is developed in 
the 7ABC. (Courtesy of Prof. De Jonghe).  
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 CHAPTER 3 

A GRAIN BRIDGING MODEL FOR NON-TRANSFORMING CERAMICS 

 

3.1   REVIEW OF GRAIN BRIDGING MODELS 

Subcritical crack extension in ceramics has received much attention since the 

1960s. Before grain bridging was identified as a principal mechanism associated with 

such subcritical crack growth, microcracking was believed to be the main reason for 

the behavior of rising resistance with crack size (R-curve) in non-transforming 

ceramics. In 1977, Hubner and Jillek [1] first compared the R-curve behavior of 

alumina (Al2O3) specimens with sharp cracks and blunt notches and found that 

phenomena in the crack wake is mainly responsible for the increased toughness. Five 

years later, Knehans and Steinbrech evaluated R-curve behaviors of Al2O3 at different 

notch lengths and confirmed that this rising R-curve behavior is only associated with 

crack wake phenomena [2].  However, the primary toughening mechanism for many 

non-transforming ceramics remained somewhat unclear until Swanson et al [3] in 

1987 directly observed the microstructual features in the crack wake of toughened 

alumina by scanning electron microscopy (SEM), precluding the previously assumed 

microcracking mechanism.  Based on their results, Mai and Lawn [4] first proposed a 

grain bridging toughening mechanism by introducing the concept of a compressive 

bridging stress which arises from the zone of interlocking grains behind the crack tip. 

This reduces the stress intensity factor experienced at the crack tip, thereby requiring 

additional external work to be done for the crack to grow which in turn causes the 

rising behavior of the resistance curve.   

Since that time, numerous studies [3-28] have attempted to develop an 

understanding of this mechanism from two different aspects, namely, quantification of 
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the bridging stress and R-curve behavior and the specific role of microstructure.  With 

respect to the issue of microstructure, several different explanations have been 

proposed for the physical origins of compressive bridging stresses and 

micromechanics-based constitutive laws formulated to provide a quantitative 

description of the effect of microstructure features (e.g., grain size, grain structure and 

grain boundaries) on the bridging stress and R-curve behavior.  With respect to 

quantification of the bridging effect, several techniques have been developed, 

including crack profile measurements, multi-cutting compliance experiments and post 

fracture tensile tests, which provide ways to quantify the bridging stress, as well as the 

shape of the resistance curve from the initial toughness to the final plateau.  A brief 

review of the development of the grain bridging mechanism based on these two 

aspects is given below.   

3.1.1   Microstructural Aspects 

3.1.1.1   Bridging Forms and Micromechanics-based Constitutive Law 

Experimental observations of the crack wake of ceramics toughened by the grain 

bridging mechanism suggest that there are three main processes by which energy is 

dissipated at the crack surfaces: (i) debonding or bending of elastic bridging ligaments, 

(ii) frictional pullout of the debonded grains, and (iii) rotation of bridged grains 

trapped in sockets of the matrix [9,15].  Because different bridging processes 

correspond to different constitutive laws, the main process determines how the 

constitutive law is constructed.  Some studies [4,15,17] have claimed that frictional 

bridging dominates the toughness increase, based on theoretical estimates of the 

energy dissipated by each bridging process; these studies also conclude that the role 

of friction is most prevalent in the crack wake.  Others [20] conclude that the 
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debonding process is the primary source for toughening based on measurements of the 

bridging stresses along the crack surfaces in silicon nitride (Si3N4).   

Although the dominant bridging process is still in debate, the most commonly 

used constitutive law [4] to determine the bridging stress p, is the one used for the 

frictional pullout of grains: 

 max
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a x
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µσ

= −

−
= −
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where σN is the clamping stress that the matrix applies on the bridged grain, µ is the 

friction coefficient, u is half the crack opening displacement inside the bridging zone,      

umax is half the maximum crack opening displacement at the end of the bridging zone,     

n is a shape factor which determines how fast the bridging stress decays with the 

increase of the crack opening displacement, a is the crack length, x is the position 

along the crack surface, a-x is the distance behind the crack tip, and L is the bridging 

zone length.  Based on experimental observations that the crack profile is closer to 

linear than parabolic [10], the constitutive law can also be written in terms of the 

distance behind the crack tip, a-x, with the same shaper factor by assuming a straight 

crack profile [11,12]. 

Later Bennison and Lawn [9] revised the constitutive law to include a contribution 

from elastic bridging in addition to frictional bridging; they also considered 

microstructural parameters such as average grain size and shape, grain boundary, 

residual stresses and friction coefficients.  Since their complex model did not employ 

the power law form (Eq. 3.1), but instead assumed a linear dependence of the bridging 

stress on the crack opening displacement, which conflicts with most experimental 

results [10,11,21,25,29,30], Sohn et al. [6] modified Bennison’s model by including a 
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grain size distribution to make the overall stress-displacement relationship non-linear. 

Although Bennison’s model included many useful features such as microstructural 

parameters, it was too complicated to use.   Accordingly, most subsequent studies on 

the quantification of bridging stresses and R-curve behavior have employed the 

simple power-law form for the bridging stresses and displacements.        

3.1.1.2   Physical Origin of the Bridging Stress 

In the frictional bridging mechanism, the bridging stress is considered to result 

from the friction generated between the bridged grains and the matrix.  The 

“clamping” stress on the boundaries was believed to originate from thermal expansion 

anisotropy associated with quenching from a high temperature during processing of 

non-cubic structures [9].  However, grain bridging also exists in MgAl2O4 spinel 

ceramics [7,30,31], where no such thermal mismatch exists owing to its cubic 

structure.  This implies that a universal source for the clamping stress may exist 

independent of the crystal structure.  Indeed, it is now thought that it is associated 

with the mechanical interlocks caused by the rotation and jamming of the grains [15].  

In summary, there are two sources of the clamping stress for frictional bridging: the 

general mechanical interlock and the thermal anisotropy mismatch seen only in non-

cubic structures following high temperature processing.   

3.1.1.3   The Effects of Microstructure on Bridging Stresses and R-curves 

A) Grain Size and Distribution.  In Bennison and Lawn’s proposed constitutive 

law [9], the maximum bridging stress for frictional pullout is inversely proportional to 

the grain size, but this relationship has never been proven experimentally.  Contrary to 

the intuitive belief that the bridging zone length should be proportional to the grain 

size, Vekinis’ work in Al2O3 [15] showed the opposite trend.  It is still not clear 

whether this trend is true irrespective of material because there has not been any 
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systematic study to examine this point.   However, there is general agreement on the 

effect of grain size on R-curve behavior; in general, the toughness increases with 

grain size [15,32] because the frictional pullout occurs over larger distances in the 

crack wake [14,19].  Yet grain size alone does not determine the toughness; recent 

work on Si3N4 [19] and ABC-SiC [25] has shown that a bimodal grain structure can 

optimize the toughness properties.   

B) Grain Shape.  Elongated grains have been shown to result in a marked increase 

in the toughness compared to equiaxed grain structures [17,19,24,25].  The reason for 

this trend lies in two facts: more extensive bridging can be formed, and the frictional 

resistance increases due to an extra clamping stress from the thermal anisotropic 

mismatch during processing.    

C) Grain Boundary.  The state of the grain boundaries, e.g., the presence of a 

second phase or intergranular film, will not only affect the frictional coefficient [24-

26,33] in Eq.(3.1), but also influence the interfacial debonding [19,23,25,34]; it can 

even change the dominant bridging mechanism [25].  Recent studies on ABC-SiC 

showed that for the same material, crystallization of the grain boundary films 

increased the fracture toughness [24-26,33], which might be due to an increase in the 

frictional coefficient; for a series of Al-containing SiC, the partially crystalline and 

partly amorphous grain boundaries promoted the formation of unbroken ligaments 

(elastic bridging).  The role of the grain boundary is not fully understood and more 

work needs to be done to understand its influence on the interfacial debonding.  

3.1.2   Quantification of Bridging Stress and R-curve Behavior 

The shape of R-curve is important since it shows the relationship between 

toughness, flaw size, and strength [9,35], which is invariably the basis for actual 

design and application.  Usually the intrinsic toughness and the initial rising part of 
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the R-curve are difficult to obtain from direct measurements, so various experimental 

techniques and theoretical models have been developed to determine the initial 

toughness and the shape of the resistance curve.  These involve determining the 

bridging stress either from direct measurement or a combination of experiments and 

numerical fitting.  To date, several types of quantification techniques have been 

proposed, as briefly discussed below. 

3.1.2.1   Integral of bridging stress by LEFM 

In LEFM, the linear superposition for displacement fields, stress fields, and stress 

intensity factors can be achieved simultaneously and they are related to each other by 

so-called weight functions [36,37].  There are three stress intensity factors that need to 

be considered for loaded ceramics, namely, the applied stress intensity factor KApp 

arising from the externally applied loads, the bridging stress intensity factor Kb arising 

from the internal compressive bridging stresses, and the intrinsic stress intensity factor 

KIn
* associated with the material resistance in the absence of bridging.  Usually only 

the applied stress intensity factor can be obtained from experiments.  In order to 

obtain both the initial and bridging stress intensity factors, the bridging stress needs to 

be known, from which the bridging stress intensity factor can be calculated through 

the integral of bridging stress and the weight function.  One way to quantify the 

bridging stress is to directly measure it along the crack surfaces using either 

fluorescence or Raman spectroscopy [20,22]; alternatively, the crack opening 

displacement (COD) can be measured and parameters fitted for a presumed bridging 

stress function [8,10,16,21].  Once the bridging stress function is known, the reduced 

stress intensity factor from bridging is obtained from the integral of the bridging stress 

with the weight function.  Some studies [10,20,21] have specifically employed the 
                                                 
* The intrinsic stress intensity factor Ktot is the total effect of the externally applied stress intensity 
factor and the internal bridging stress intensity factor.  Form linear superposition theorem in LEFM, 
Ktot = KApp-Kb  
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Barenblatt relation, which is indeed a special case of the weight function method 

(Appendix 3.1).   

3.1.2.2   Cutting Compliance 

In 1991, Hu et al. [11,12] developed the compliance cutting method to determine 

the bridging stress distribution along the crack path.  This experiment is based on the 

concept that the existence of the bridging causes a decrease in compliance, and the 

gradual removal of the bridged grains by saw-cutting finally brings the compliance 

back to its bridging-free value.  Thus, the bridging stress can be evaluated from the 

change of compliance with notch length.  Key to this theory are (i) that the 

measurement of compliance is conducted at a fixed displacement, and (ii) that the 

assumption that the bridging stress decreases with external load at a constant ratio for 

each removal.  This measurement does not rely on an assumption of linear elasticity 

or linear crack profiles, but is limited by the amount of cutting between each 

measurement interval.  They further added the assumption of linear crack profile and 

power-law bridging stress form (Eq. 3.1) to obtain the stress magnitude from the 

measured toughness [11].  Recently, Kruzic et al. [28] combined this method with the 

COD method for LEFM conditions.  They used the compliance cutting technique to 

determine the bridging stress distribution, and then used COD to determine the 

bridging stress magnitude from regression analysis.  Stress intensity factors are 

calculated through the weight function. 

3.1.2.3   J-integral approach  

Steinbrech et al. [14] used the energy approach to quantify the toughness increase 

resulted from grain bridging: 

 
*

( , )2 ( ( ))
a

b wake bx

du a xJ J u x dx
da

σ= = ∫  (3.2) 
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where toughness increase from bridging is the J-integral along the crack wake, σb(u(x)) 

is the bridging stress acting on the crack surfaces, u(a,x) is the half crack opening 

displacement, a is the crack length, and x* is the position at the end of the bridging 

zone.  These authors measured the entire R-curve, used Eq.(3.1) in the form of the 

bridging stress leaving the shape factor, n, to be determined, obtained ( , )du a x
da

 from 

experiments, and then did numerical fitting for n to get the bridging stress for their 

experimentally-tested material.   

3.1.2.4   Post Frature Tensile Test (PFT) 

Rather than taking the empirical bridging stress function in Eq.(3.1) for granted, 

Hay and White [7,30] developed the post fracture tensile test to obtain the bridging 

stress. They prepared tensile specimens with a through-width crack and the specimens 

were only connected by the bridged grains.  Then they performed tensile tests and 

recorded the load-displacement curves for different crack openings, from which a 

stress-displacement curve for the bridging stress behavior was constructed.  By this 

approach, the energy dissipated by bridged grains was calculated using: 

 
( )

* 0

1 ( )
a x

b bx
G d dx

a
δ

σ δ δ= ∫ ∫  (3.3) 

where δ is the full crack opening displacement, and other terms are the same as in 

Eq.(3.2) 

The problem with this approach is that firstly, the load-displacement that they 

measured at the load point is not the same as that at the crack opening since the 

material is deformable; secondly, they could not obtain the stress-displacement 

relationship at very small crack openings. Later Fett et al. [27] corrected the 

measurement by using a laser interferometer displacement gauge to measure the 

displacement of the bridged crack, and used the weight function from LEFM to 
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construct from R-curve measurement the stress-displacement relation for small crack 

openings.  The bridging stress function that they obtained had a peak stress, 

combining the effects of elastic bridging and frictional pullout, just as described by 

Bennison [9]. 

3.1.2.5   Work loop combined with frictional model 

This model was developed by Vekinis et al. [15] and is different from the 

previous four techniques which all deal with the bridging stress. This model 

incorporates experiments involving the loading-unloading curve with the real physical 

process of frictional bridging.  It equated the loop of external work done to the 

toughness increase just after the crack “pop-in”, and cannot be combined with LEFM 

since it assumes work done even during unloading.  

      

3.2   PROPOSED LEFM GRAIN BRIDGING MODEL 

To date, however, the analytical models based on linear elastic fracture mechanics 

(LEFM) that have been used have not always been clearly stated, and in certain cases, 

the relationship between the stress intensity factor and the material fracture resistance 

have been incorrect [10].  Therefore, our goal is to provide an analytical model using 

LEFM to quantify the fracture properties from measured quantities, and to relate the 

stress intensity factors to the fracture resistance.  This model is based on Mai and 

Lawn’s assumptions about bridging stresses [4], as well as the experimental results by 

Hubner and Jillek, and Knehans and Steinbrech [1,2,14].  Then the linear 

superposition theorem and weight functions are used to derive the expression of 

fracture resistance in terms of stress intensity factors which correspond to their 

loading origins as mentioned in section 3.1.2.1.  Finally an experimental procedure is 

proposed to obtain the fracture properties based on the analysis. 
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3.2.1   Prerequisites 

Three prerequisites are needed to formulate the analytical model for the grain 

bridging mechanism in non-transforming ceramcis: the idealization of the 

compressive bridging stress from the microstructure from Mai and Lawn’s work [4], 

the use of LEFM, and the separation of the fracture resistance based on Knehans and 

Steinbrech’s experiments [2,14].   

First, for the bridging stress, three assumptions are made [4]:  1) The crack with 

discrete bridging events is idealized as one with continuous compressive stresses 

acting on its surfaces [4,14].  In addition, the bridging stress is taken to only exist over 

a finite interval, from the crack tip to some place along the crack surface.  2) The 

bridging stress is a function of the distance behind the crack tip a-x, written as σb(x), 

as well as a function of crack opening displacement, σb(u), provided that there exists a 

relationship between the position and the crack opening displacement, u(x).  Also at 

the end of the bridging zone, the bridging stress is zero.  3) The bridging stress simply 

translates with the crack, as a function of the distance behind the crack tip (Fig. 3.1), 

and the bridging zone length is a function of the crack length, a, given by: 

 
,

( )
,

N N

N

a a a a L
L a

L a a L
− < +

=  ≥ +
 (3.4) 

where aN is the length of the notch, and L is the length of a fully developed bridging 

zone length.  Thus, the constitutive law for bridging stress has the form: 

 
( ) ( , ( ),...)

0,  at 
b

b

x a x L a
x a L

σ
σ

= Σ −
= ≤ −

 (3.5) 

Second, in linear elastic fracture mechanics, the superposition theorem (Fig 3.2) 

and the weight function are used to relate the bridging stress to COD and stress 

intensity factors.  The superposition for CODs and stress intensity factors are as given 

in Eqs. (3.6a) and (3.6b).     
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 ( ) ( ) ( )eff App bu x u x u x= −  (3.6a) 

 ( ) ( ) ( )eff App bK a K a K a= −  (3.6b) 

where KApp is the applied stress intensity factor caused by the external loading, Kb is 

the bridging stress intensity factor arising from the internal compressive bridging 

stresses generated by the interlocking bridging zone, and KIn is the effective stress 

intensity factor at the crack tip which actually controls the crack propagation process.  

Also uIn, uApp and ub are half the crack opening displacement in the test piece 

containing a crack of length a, resulting from KIn, KApp and Kb, respectively.  Then, by 

the weight function, the crack opening displacements from each stress intensity 

factors are given by: 

 
0

1( , ) ( ') ( , ') ',   ,  ,  
a

u x a K a h x a da In App b
Hγ γ γ= =∫  (3.7) 

In addition, the stress intensity factors KApp and Kb are related to the external 

traction (without body force) and the internal bridging stress by the weight function as:  

 ( ) ( , )AppK a t h x a ds
Γ

= ⋅∫  (3.8a) 

 
( )

( ) ( , ) ( )
a

b ba L a
K a h x a x dxσ

−
= ∫  (3.8b) 

where t is the traction acting on boundary Γ , ( , )h x a is the weight function in vector 

form, and h(x,a) is the weight function only along the crack surfaces.  For most of the 

ASTM standard specimens, the applied intensity factor is calculated from the external 

load and geometry of the specimen (the thickness B, the width W, and the geometric 

function f(a/W)).  

 ( ) ( / )App
PK a f a W

B W
=  (3.9) 

 Third, the separation of the fracture resistance is based on the “renotch” 

experiments conducted by Knehan and Steinbrech et al. [2,14], whose work indicates 
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that the initial toughness at the end of the crack notch is independent of the notch 

length (Hubner and Jillek’s work [1] also showed this.) and the toughness increase 

comes only from the crack wake.  Therefore, the apparent fracture resistance, RA, 

evaluated from the external load and corresponding displacement is separated into 

two terms [14]: the extrinsic toughness increase, Rb, from the crack wake due to 

bridging, and the initial (or intrinsic) toughness, RIn, whose value is evaluated at the 

end of the notch and is a constant:   

 ( ) ( )A In bR a R R a= +  (3.10) 

One assumption that is made is that the intrinsic toughness is related to the effective 

stress intensity factor, KIn, by the square relationship given by: 

 
2( )In

In In
K a

R G
H

= =  (3.11) 

Hence, KIn(a) is also a constant, independent of the crack length [10].   

Fig 3.3 shows the relationship among the traction on the boundary, the resultant 

displacements, the stress intensity factors, together with the critical crack driving 

force (or material fracture properties), for a quasi-static crack propagation process in a 

linear elastic material.  The displacements, loading, and the stress intensity factors are 

related to each other by the weight function in LEFM; the material resistance is 

derived from the virtual work calculated from loading and the resultant displacements.  

However, the relationship between the material resistance and the stress intensity 

factors is unknown. 

3.2.2   Critical Crack Driving Force and the Material Resistance 

With the above background, the material resistance or the critical crack-driving 

force for ceramics toughened by the grain bridging mechanism is evaluated using the 

potential energy in LEFM and the Clapeyron theorem for quasi-static crack 
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propagation.  Our goal is to relate the apparent fracture resistance RA(a) and the 

toughness increase due to bridging Rb(a) to the effective stress intensity factor KIn, 

externally applied stress intensity factor KApp and internal bridging stress intensity 

factor Kb. 

Consider a symmetric two-dimensional linear elastic structure with a crack under 

a symmetric external loading and internal bridging stresses on the crack surfaces.  A 

simply-connected closed contour is selected along the boundary (Fig. 3.4) (crack 

surfaces are considered as part of the boundary) of the body, on which the virtual 

work is evaluated.   Then the critical crack driving force for the linear elastic body is 

given by (Appendix 3.2, Eq. (A3.14)):  

 
2 1

2
In

In In
fixed
loading

K dVR G
H da

= = =  (3.12) 

In equation (3.12), the virtual work, V, consists of two parts: Vex from the externally 

applied traction on the contour Γex, and Vb from the internal bridging stress on Γb 

(crack opening displacement is so small that ds=dx): 
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 (3.13) 

Putting Eq.(3.13) in to (3.12) and rearrange the equation, we get 
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a

b Ina L aex In
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a x u x a dxV K
a H a

σ
−

∂ −∂
= +
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∫

 (3.14) 

Clearly, the term (1) is the contribution from externally applied traction, whereas term 

(2) is the contribution from grain bridging. Thus, we define term (1) as the apparent 
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material resistance, RA(a), and term (2) the toughness increase from the bridging Rb(a).  

After further simplification by Leibnitz rule, Rb(a), becomes: 

 
( , )

Term (2) ( ) ( ) ( , )( )
( ( )) ( ( )) (1 '( ))

In
In

In

u x aa x dx a u a aa L a b ba
a L a u a L a L ab

σ σ

σ

∂
= +∫ − ∂
− − − −

 (3.15) 

Recall that from Eq.(3.4), when a<aN+L, 1-L’(a)=0; and when a>aN+L, σb(a-L(a))=0. 

Also at the crack opening displacement at the crack tip is zero, i.e., uIn(a,a)=0.  Thus, 

only the first part in term (2) is nonzero.  Combining term (2) and the weight function 

Eq.(A3.1), we get: 
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 (3.16) 

Thus, term (1) or RA(a) in Eq.(3.14) reduces to: 
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In Appex
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a H
∂

= = =
∂
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3.2.3   Proposed experimental procedure to obtain the material resistance and 

the stress intensity factors 

Based on Eq.(3.14) we propose a method to measure RA(a) and RIn using standard 

ASTM specimens (Fig.3.5a). First, the external load, the load-point displacement, and 

the measured crack size† are recorded (Fig.3.5b).  Then the virtual work and the stress 

intensity factor from the externally applied load (Vex(a)/2 and KApp(a)) are calculated 

using Eqs. (A3.15a) and (3.9) respectively, and plotted against crack length (Figs. 3.5 

c and e).  The derivative of half the external virtual work, Vex(a)/2, with respect to a is 

                                                 
† The crack length cannot be measured by the compliance method, since the existence of the bridging 
changes the compliance. The crack length can be measured by telescope or other techniques that do not 
use the compliance. 
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calculated in order to get the apparent fracture resistance RA(a) (Fig.3.5 d).  Finally, 

according to Eq.(3.17), the linear regression of RA(a) and KApp(a) give the slope, 

Ktot/H.  Consequently, RIn, Kb(a) and Rb(a) are obtained by Eq.(3.12), (3.6b) and 

(3.10).   

For the above procedure, three issues need to be noted.  Firstly, the crack does not 

need to grow exactly from notch; only part of the resistance curve, as well as the 

applied stress intensity curve, can determine the initial toughness.  Secondly, the form 

of the bridging stress is not specified.  Thirdly, although the initial toughness value 

can be determined, the full shape of the resistance curve is still unknown from this 

experimental procedure; thus other experimental techniques or a micromechanics-

based constitutive law (as stated in section 3.1) are needed to determine the shape of 

the R-curve.  For example, if the bridging stress σb(x) is assumed to take the form of 

Eq.(3.1), then the parameters in it can be obtained from partial curve of Kb(a) through 

Eq. (3.8b) by regression fitting.  With the bridging stress function known, the full 

shape of Kb(a) is obtained, hence other properties are known, such as the complete 

rising R-curve.       

3.2.4   Discussion 

(1)  Bridging Stress.  In this work, the micromechanics-based constitutive law for 

bridging stress uses the distance behind the crack tip as an internal variable (Eq. 3.5) 

and bridging stress simply translates with crack extension.  Since no assumption of 

the linear crack profile is made, this theoretical derivation allows for all kinds of crack 

profiles.     

(2)  Apparent fracture resistance, RA(a).  From Eq.(3.17), the apparent fracture 

resistance is less than KApp
2/H because the internal compressive bridging stress 

restrains the displacements caused by the external tractions.   
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(3) Effect of sample size on Rb(a).  Also from Eq.(3.8b), it is clear that the 

increased toughness may become sample size dependent if the bridging zone length is 

comparable to the crack size.  Since some researchers reported a very large bridging 

zone length in their tests [33], some concern is warranted: for example, will the 

bridging zone length increase with sample size?  If so, does it increase linearly with 

the structure size? If the bridging zone length is independent of the sample size, then 

what is the critical sample size above which the measured toughness can be applied to 

structures of different sizes?  So far no experiments have been preformed to 

investigate these issues. 

 

3.3  CONCLUSIONS  

(1) The fracture resistance and stress intensity factors for external loading KApp(a), 

internal bridging stresses Kb, and crack initiation KIn, are formulated by linear elastic 

fracture mechanics. Linear superposition theorems and the weight function are used to 

relate the CODs, stress intensity factors corresponding to their loading origins, 

namely, external tractions and the internal bridging stress.  The apparent material 

resistance from the contribution of external loading is found to be KInKApp(a)/H, the 

bridging resistance KInKb(a)/H, and intrinsic toughness a constant KIn
2/H, where H is 

Young’s modulus E in plane stress condition, and E/(1-v2) in plane strain condition, 

and v is the Poisson ratio.   

(2) Experimental procedures to obtain the fracture resistance and stress intensity 

factors are proposed based on above results. 

(3) Sample size may affect the measured toughness if the bridging zone length is 

comparable to the sample dimensions. 
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(4) All the results are based on linear elastic fracture mechanics.  However, 

Vekinis’ [15] experiments on alumina ceramics showed that the net work done is not 

zero in a loading-unloading loop without crack extension, thus linear elastic fracture 

mechanics is not totally applicable.  Further analysis is needed to quantify the fracture 

properties from the experiments. 
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APPENDIX 3.1 

WEIGHT FUNCTION AND THE BARENBLATT MODEL 

 

In linear elastic fracture mechanics, the weight function for a symmetric geometry 

under symmetric loading is unique [37], and independent of loading distribution.  

With the x-axis coincident with the crack, the Mode I weight function along the crack 

surface, hI(x,a), is defined as [8]: 

 ( , )( , )
( )I

I

H u x ah x a
K a a

∂
=

∂
 (A3.1) 

where u(x,a) is the crack opening displacement along the x-axis, a the crack length, 

K(a) the stress intensity factor at crack length a, H is the Young’s modulus, E, for 

plane stress and E/(1-ν2) for plane strain, and v is the Poisson ratio.  Two applications 

for the weight function are shown in Eqs. (A3.2) and (A3.3): to obtain the stress 

intensity factor for a certain geometry under an arbitrary loading distribution, and to 

derive the crack opening displacement (Fig. 3.6).  

 
0

( ) ( , ) ( )
a

I IK a h x a x dxσ= ∫  (A3.2) 

 ( , ) ( , ') ( ') '
a

I Ix
u x a h x a K a da= ∫  (A3.3) 

where σ(x) is the traction acting on the crack surfaces.  Combining (A3.2) and (A3.3), 

the displacement is expressed by a double integral form of weight function and stress 

function (Fig. 3.7) as:  
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Since the weight function depends only on the geometry, the integral for crack 

opening displacement includes the effect of geometry.  The weight function solutions 

at the crack surface can be found in Wu [38] or Fett’s [39] book, and it is usually in 

the form given as follows: 

 1/ 2
3 / 2

( , )

geometric effectsweight function for infinte
 plate with an edge crack

2 2( , ) (1 )
( ) (1 )

v v

v

A
h x a

a x a

µ
µ

µ

α
ρ

π π α
+= + −

− −∑  (A3.5) 

where ρ = x/a, α=a/W and v, µ are dimensionless coefficients, which vary according 

to the geometry.   

Conversely, Barenblatt’s relation for the cohesive zone model is only valid for 

infinite plate containing a crack [40], which is a special case from the weight function 

method in LEFM: 
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Equation (A3.7) shows that from the integral of weight functions, we can get 

Barenblatt relation (A3.6).  
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APPENDIX 3.2    

ACTUAL WORK AND VIRTUAL WORK 

 

One way to study fracture mechanics is to use the energy balance approach to 

quantify the material resistance to crack propagation in terms of energy.  Before the 

quantification from the energy balance, three terms need to be interpreted: actual 

work, virtual work and strain energy.  Actual work is the real work done to the body, 

given by the area under the load-displacement curve, whereas virtual work is simply 

the rectangular area determined by the final state of the load and the corresponding 

displacement (Fig. 3.8).  The mathematical expressions for the actual work, W, the 

virtual work, V, and their increments due to the crack extension for the two 

dimensional case are given by: 

 
0 0

[ ] [ ]f fu u
W t du ds b du dAρ

Γ Ω
= ⋅ + ⋅∫ ∫ ∫ ∫  (A3.8a) 

 ( ) ( )dW t du ds b du dAρ
Γ Ω

= ⋅ + ⋅∫ ∫  (A3.8b) 

 f f f fV t u ds b u dAρ
Γ Ω

= ⋅ + ⋅∫ ∫  (A3.9a) 

 { } { ( ) }f f f f fdV t du ds b du dA u dt ds u d b dAρ ρ
Γ Ω Γ Ω

= ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅∫ ∫ ∫ ∫  (A3.9b) 

Clearly, only when the crack propagates at a fixed load does the incremental virtual 

work equal the incremental actual work, i.e., 

 fixed Pload
dW d V d V= =  (A3.10) 

The third term that needs to be interpreted is the strain energy, U.  It contains two 

parts: the elastic strain energy, Uel, which is completely recoverable upon removal of 

the load in an elastically unloading material, and the plastic strain energy, Upl, which 

conversely, is non-recoverable during unloading.   
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In a quasi-static crack propagation process in elastically unloading materials (Fig. 3.9), 

the actual work done to a structure containing a crack is balanced by the strain energy 

of the body and the energy for crack extension   The net actual work done 
loop

E (area 

OA’B’C in Fig. 3.9) in a loading-unloading loop which causes the crack to grow from 

a to a+∆a, can be expressed as: 

 el
C a a a a a aloop

E a R a W U→ +∆ → +∆= ∆ = ∆ = ∆ − ∆G  (A3.11) 

So GC is the critical crack driving force, also the material resistance, R is: 
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 (A3.12) 

 For a linear elastic load-bearing body in equilibrium, Clapeyron’s theorem [41] 

shows that the virtual work is twice the elastic strain energy:  

 2 elV U=  (A3.13) 

So the material resistance or the critical crack driving force is further simplified to: 

 1
2C

P

dVR
da

= =G  (A3.14) 

For most of the ASTM specimens, the virtual work is simply the product of the load 

and its displacement: 

 V P= ∆  (A3.15) 

In LEFM, the fracture resistance is related to the applied stress intensity factors via 

weight function (Eq.(A3.14) and (A3.9a)): 
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Fig. 3.1 Translation of the bridging stress with crack growth, based on Figure 2 
in Ref. [4]. 
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At y = 0, uIn(x)  =        uApp(x)  —      ub(x) 

      KIn(a)    =        KApp(a)        —     Kb(a) 

σb(x) 
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-σb(x) 
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P 

x 
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Fig.3.2. Linear superposition for crack opening displacements u and stress
intensity factors K in the grain bridging model.  The crack openings are
exaggerated for the purpose of illustration.
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Fig. 3.3  The relationship among loading on boundary, the resultant displacements,
the stress intensity factors and the material resistance in a quasi-static crack
propagation process in linear elastic material.  The loading, stress intensity factors,
and the displacements are related by the weight function in LEFM; furthermore,
the material resistance is derived from the virtual work calculated from the loading
and the resultant displacements.  However, the relationship between material
resistance and the stress intensity factor is unknown. 
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Fig. 3.4. Virtual work caused by external traction and internal compressive
bridging stress is evaluated on the boundary of the specimen, where the crack
faces are part of the boundary.  
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f) Intrinsic stress intensity factor
from the linear regression fit of
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Fig. 3.5 Illustration of the experimental procedures to obtain the material
resistance and the stress intensity factors. a) ASTM specimens; b) data
collection from experiments: load, P, load-point displacement, ∆, and the
crack size, a; c) half of the virtual work vs. crack length a; d) Apparent
fracture resistance vs. crack size a; e) applied stress intensity factor with
crack length, a; f) Intrinsic stress intensity factor from the linear regression
fit of  RA(a) and KApp(a) 
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Fig. 3.6. Crack opening profiles with crack growth. When a0≤x, there is no 
displacement at x; when a passes x, the displacement increases with the crack length.   
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Fig. 3.7   Change of integral sequence to obtain the crack opening displacement from 
stress distribution along crack surfaces and weight functions.  Broken arrows 
correspond to the integral sequence of the first equation in Eq. (A3.4) and solid ones 
to the sequence of the second equation in Eq. (A3.4). 
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Fig. 3.8.  At state 1, the actual work is the area OA1A, virtual work OO1A1A; 
at state 2, the actual work is the area OB1B, virtual work OO2B1B. 
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Fig. 3.9  The incremental energy for crack growth from a to a+∆a is indeed
the loop of the work done OA’B’C, GC(B∆a)=∆W-∆Uel.  The equation holds
true in elastically unloading materials experiencing a) linear elastic fracture;
b) nonlinear elastic fracture; c) linear elastic-plastic fracture 
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CHAPTER 4 

SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK 

 

An experimental study was made of a series of Al-containing silicon carbides 

(termed ABC-SiC) to examine the effect of mircostructure on fracture and cyclic 

fatigue properties at both ambient and high temperatures.  With the aluminum content 

increased from 3 to 5 to 7 wt% (3ABC, 5ABC and 7ABC-SiC), the toughening 

mechanism, and fracture and fatigue properties changed accordingly with the 

microstructure as follows:  

(1) Microstructure.  Three microstructures were obtained as a result of adding 

different aluminum amounts.  As the aluminum increases from 3 wt.% to 

7wt.%, the grain structure varied from uniformly elongated to bimodal to 

equiaxed with a change in the nature of the grain-boundary film from 

amorphous to partially crystalline to fully crystalline.   

(2) Fracture Property and Toughening Mechanism.  Of the three silicon carbides 

examined here (3, 5, and 7ABC-SiC), 5ABC-SiC demonstrated the highest 

peak toughness of 8.9 MPa√m at 25˚C and 7.1 MPa√m at 1300˚C. These high 

toughness values were attributed to crack-tip shielding, primarily from 

uncracked-ligament bridging in the crack wake.  Corresponding toughening in 

3ABC-SiC was primarily associated with frictional grain bridging; this 

structure displayed roughly 15% lower toughness. No bridging was detected in 

7ABC microstructure, which accordingly exhibited the lowest toughness, 

comparable to that of commercial SiC. 

(3) Cyclic Fatigue Properties and Mechanism.  Whereas the 7ABC structure was 

too brittle to be susceptible to fatigue, 3ABC and 5ABC exhibited cyclic 
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fatigue-crack growth at stress intensities above a Kmax,th threshold which was 

roughly 80 – 90% of the peak toughness.  Fatigue-crack growth in 3ABC and 

5ABC was associated the suppression of crack bridging in the crack wake. In 

general, the 5ABC microstructure was less susceptible to fatigue, as evidenced 

by its steeper da/dN-∆K curve. This was attributed to the higher resilience of 

uncracked-ligament bridging to degradation under cyclic loading, as compared 

to frictional grain bridging in 3ABC.  While both the fracture toughness values 

and fatigue thresholds for 3 and 5ABC-SiC were found to be lower at 1300°C, 

the mechanisms of toughening and fatigue-crack propagation were found to be 

the same as at 25°C.  No evidence of creep cavitation damage was detected 

during the fatigue testing at 1300°C.   

In addition, an LEFM theoretical formulation was carried out for the expression 

between the fracture resistance and the stress intensity factors arising respectively 

from external load, internal compressive bridging stress, and intrinsic material 

resistance, and an experimental procedure was proposed to quantify above values 

from experimental data.  

With respect to future work, the role of the nature of the grain boundaries in the 

transition of the bridging mechanisms from the frictional pullout in 3ABC to 

uncracked ligaments in 5ABC is not well understood.  Neither known is the influence 

of the specimen size on the toughness increase associated with the internal bridging 

zone.  Thus, the research listed below is still required to achieve a comprehensive 

understanding of the grain bridging mechanisms in non-transforming ceramics: 

(1) Chemical composition of the grain boundaries in ABC-SiCs should be 

examined using EDS, and the energy of grain boundary calculated from 

thermodynamics.  With the values known of grain boundary energy, the 
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analysis for the local crack extension in a mixed mode (Mode I and Mode II) 

can be performed to quantify the role grain boundary energy in facilitating the 

formation of different bridging forms. 

(2) Commercial alumina should be used to study the effect of specimen size on the 

increase toughness because of its relatively good machinability.  R-curve tests 

for the same material of different specimen sizes should be carried out, and the 

bridging zone length as well as CODs measured in-situ using the SEM.  

Comparison of the toughness values of the same material for different 

specimen sizes needs to be conducted in order to determine the critical 

specimen size above which the properties measured are broadly applicable to 

other structures.  

With these studies a consistent description for the toughness of monolithic 

ceramics can be developed such that guidelines can be given for the design of new 

microstructures with optimum resistance to fracture and fatigue. 




